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The breadth of Collider Physics

• Charm quark (1974) e+e-, pN
• Tau lepton (1975) e+e-
• bottom quark (1977) pN
• Gluon (1978/79) e+e-
• W,Z bosons (1983) p-pbar 
• Top quark (1995) p-pbar 
• Tau neutrino (2000) pN
• Higgs boson (2012) pp
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Where is BSM?

Dark Matter

Contact Interactions

Extra Dimensions

Leptoquarks

Heavy Vector Bosons

The  LHC continues to
 offers a
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Some Physics Questions

Future colliders target 
under 1% precision

Precision Measurements of 
Higgs Couplings and width

Higgs trilinear and quartic coupling: an insight into the Higgs 
potential 

`

Discovery 
reach

Stops Higgsinos

Higgs
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Future e+e- and pp machines

e+e- colliders with a center of mass energy 
of ~240 GeV or above to make precision 
measurements in the Electroweak sector

pp collider with ~100 TeV energy for 
direct searches of new physics beyond 
the Standard Model, and exploration of 
the energy frontier  
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Why Muons? Energy reach

30 TeV ?

An electron will radiate about 
109 times more power  than a 
muon of the same energy
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Why Muons? Physics reach
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Stops A. Wulzer et al. 

Recall HL-LHC reach ~1.2-1.5 TeV

https://indico.cern.ch/event/801616/contributions/3358577/attachments/1827316/2991057/talk_wulzer.pdf
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Higgsinos A. Wulzer et al. 

Recall HL-LHC reach O(100) GeV

https://indico.cern.ch/event/801616/contributions/3358577/attachments/1827316/2991057/talk_wulzer.pdf
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Higgs at the Muon Collider A. Wulzer et al. 

Recall HL-LHC 50% 
precision for k3, no 
prospects for k4

https://indico.cern.ch/event/801616/contributions/3358577/attachments/1827316/2991057/talk_wulzer.pdf
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125 GeV Higgs factory Z.Liu et al

• Model independent , 
precise determination of 
total Higgs width  (~1-2%)

• Very precise measurement
of the Higgs mass (~0.05 
MeV)

• Excellent measurement of 
the muon Yukawa coupling 
(~2% )

https://indico.cern.ch/event/937551/contributions/3938992/attachments/2074158/3482639/muon_FNAL_TOTW.pdf
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Sketch of a Muon Collider
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US Muon Accelerator Program (MAP)

AIM: to assess feasibility of technologies to develop 
muon accelerators for the Intensity and Energy 
Frontiers: 
• Short-baseline neutrino facilities (nuSTORM) 
• Long-baseline neutrino factory (nuMAX) with energy 

flexibility 
• Higgs factory with good energy resolution to probe 

reonance structure 
• TeV-scale muon collider 

• Recommendation from 2008 Particle Physics Project 
Prioritization Panel (P5) 

• Approved by DOE-HEP in 2011 
• Ramp down recommended by P5 in 2014 

https://map.fnal.gov

https://map.fnal.gov/
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A more detailed look
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Beam Induced Background (BIB)
• Muons are great particles, except they decay…
• MAP developed a realistic simulation of beam- induced backgrounds in the detector by implementing a model of the tunnel and the 

accelerator ±200 m from the interaction point. 
• More studies performed recently by INFN colleagues

• 0.75 TeV and 2×1012 𝜇/bunch ⇒ 4.1×105 decay/m 

• Accelerator components need to be protected 

• Detector performance may suffer

Casarsa et al

https://indico.cern.ch/event/938616/contributions/3943417/attachments/2075780/3485569/casarsa-MuC_tutorial.pdf
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More About the BIB

Most Beam Induced Background particles are soft

Casarsa et al

https://indico.cern.ch/event/938616/contributions/3943417/attachments/2075780/3485569/casarsa-MuC_tutorial.pdf
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BIB Suppression
pT modules a la CMS Phase-2 tracker 

Shielding 
nozzles. 
Optimization?

Precision timing is very 
important for both 
tracking and 
calorimetry

Many other questions:
• Trigger or trigger-less
• Advanced reconstruction 

(Machine Learning?)
• Simulation is not trivial, 

acceleration with 
heterogeneous 
platforms 
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Hàbb study

Can definitely do competitive physics
More studies and optimization necessary!

μ+ μ− → H(→ bb ̄)νν ̄

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.04431.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.04431.pdf
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Power Efficiency
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Muon Collider

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09084
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Cost Estimates
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Muons: Particles of the Future 

Muons provide a potential solution for very high energy colliders. 

• At very high energies acceleration is circles becomes prohibitively expensive 

• Linear accelerators => Need very high fields or very long accelerator chains

• Advanced acceleration schemes with plasma can provide high fields. Protons can 
break while propagating through plasma, but muons won’t
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Muon Collider Snowmass LOIs

• Develop improved detector design concepts, reconstruction 
algorithms, and allow corner specifications for the future muon 
collider detectors. 

• Make simulation tools more efficient and streamlined

• Derived parametrizations will be used for creating DELPHES 
cards necessary to benchmark physics scenarios for Snowmass 

• Pave the way to the development the Muon Collider Physics 
TDR 

• Muon Collider Simulation Tutorial is coming up at the end of 
September

Strong Interest in the Muon Collider. Several physics LOIs have been submitted. 
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Muon Collider Snowmass LOIs (2)

• Higgs and Electroweak Physics at the Muon Collider: Aiming for Precision at the Highest Energies
Higgs couplings, width, mass, self-coupling, vector boson scattering

• Muon Collider: a Window to New Physics
New resonances, Dark Matter, Ewlectroweak SUSY, Long-lived particles

Not constrained to just these topics – new ideas and interest is welcome

Physics LOIs:

Mailing list on listserv: muoncolliderphysics@fnal.gov
We also have a CERN Mattermost channel

Collaborating closely with people in Europe

https://mattermost.web.cern.ch/signup_user_complete/%3Fid=ri9m4zeud7g59yr44cx7uk5bjc
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Conclusions

• Muon Collider is a very intriguing future collider option. A machine that can 
potentially provide a lepton collider environment and discovery reach of a hadron 
machine.

• It is a responsibility of our community to firmly establish its physics potential

• Requires new ideas in the accelerator and detector design, reconstruction, 
triggering, simulation and computing

• Strong expertise and interest in the US

• A great place for Early Career Scientists to contribute. This can be a discovery 
machine for your generation to build!
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Backup
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P5 Science Drivers
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NuStorm
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Neutrino Radiation
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Collider Parameters
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Higgs Self Coupling
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Potential Timeline Physics Briefing Book

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.11775v2.pdf
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Detector


